Audio surveillance equipment and listening devices are now available online. Our Audio surveillance solutions with listening devices for Law Enforcement field operations, investigations, as well as Military and Government level communications intelligence are ready for deployment.

Room Transmitters, Audio Bugs, and Audio Transmitters are discreet.

Spy Phones and GSM Bugs are ingenious.

Who uses audio surveillance listening devices? Just about everyone who needs to secure information.

In addition to listening devices, cellular monitoring systems including passive cellular interceptors are also explained here. Cellular monitoring is a restricted technology, primarily used by government and military sectors. Yet read about our systems and Contact Us with any questions you might have.

Online Store Featured Items

GSM Room Transmitter  GSM listening devices  Audio Surveillance Ghost Transmitter  Digitally Encrypted Transmitter

Listening Devices  Room Bugging Mains Transmitter  Lamp Transmitter  Audio Transmitters
Audio Surveillance UHF Transmitter  Telephone Transmitters  GSM Intercept  Surveillance Receiver

Audio Surveillance Recorder  Audio Recorders  BodyWire

Note: We will only ship U.S. orders to AUTHORIZED MEMBERS OF UNITED STATES LAW ENFORCEMENT - PROOF REQUIRED FOR SHIPMENT.

Note: Products are supplied on the understanding that they are to be exported to countries outside of the European Community and it is the sole responsibility of the customer to be aware of and comply with UK, European, and any other local law governing the use of such equipment on this site.
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